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PRINCIPAL LOCAL IDEALS IN WEIGHTED SPACES
OF ENTIRE FUNCTIONS

BY

JAMES J. METZGERÍ1)

Abstract. This paper deals with principal local ideals in a class of weighted spaces

of entire functions of one variable. Let p > 1 and q > 1, and define E,[p, q] (respectively,

Ep[p, q]) to be the space of all entire functions/of one variable which satisfy \f(x + iy)\

= 0(exp (^41JCj°-(-^41>"]"*)) for some (respectively, all) A >0. It is shown that in each of

the spaces E,[p, q] and EP[p, q], the local ideal generated by any one function coincides

with the closed ideal generated by the function. This result yields consequences for

convolution on these spaces. It is also proved that when p^q& division theorem fails

to hold for either space E,[p, q] or EP[p, q],

1. Introduction. In this paper we study aspects of the ideal structure of certain

locally convex rings of entire functions of one variable. We begin by introducing

these rings and indicating the type of problem to be studied.

Definition 1.1. Let 93: C^~ R be continuous. For/: C^-C, write

ll/IU = sup {|/(z)| exp (-<p(z)) : z e C}.

Define E(<p) to be the collection of all entire functions/such that ||/||il<oo.

Note that under || ||„, E(<p) is a Banach space whose topology is finer than the

topology of uniform convergence on compact sets.

Definition 1.2. Let p > 0 and q > 0. Define

E,[P,q] =  U E(A\x\» + A\y\«)   and    EP[P,q] =  f| E(A\x\° + A\y\<>),
A>0 A>0

where z = x+iy.

The spaces E, = E,[p,q] and EP = EP[p, q] are locally convex topological vector

spaces over C, where E, is given the inductive limit topology from the Banach

spaces E(A \x\° + A \ y \"), and EP is given the corresponding projective limit topology

(Schaefer [10]). The topology on each of E, and EP is finer than the topology of

uniform convergence on compact sets. Also, each of E, and EP is a ring whose

multiplication is continuous; that is, for fixed/in the space, the mapping g-^-gf

(multiplication) on the space is continuous.
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Definition 1.3. Let p>0 and q>0, let £ denote either space E,[p, q] or

EP[p, q], and let/e£, />é0. Define I¡oc(f)={ge E : g/f is entire}. Also, write

I(f)~ ={hf: he £}", the closure in £ of the ideal generated by/.

The set 7loc(/) is a closed ideal in £ containing/, and is referred to as the local

ideal in £ generated by/; whereas, I(f)~ is the closed ideal in £ generated by/

The problem we wish to consider is the following: in the spaces E=E,[p, q] and

E=EP[p,q], do the two closed ideals 7l00(/) and I(f)~ generated by a function

fe E necessarily coincide.

This problem is a special case of the more general problem where rings of

analytic functions of n variables are considered and the local (respectively, closed)

ideals are generated by sets of functions rather than just one function. The general

problem has been studied extensively by such authors as L. Ehrenpreis [4], [5],

B. Malgrange [7], L. Schwartz [11], H. Cartan [2], and D. J. Newman and

H. S. Shapiro [8].

Let p and q be positive numbers, at least one of which is greater than 1. In §2 it is

shown that, in each of the spaces £=£,[/>, q] and E=EP[p, q], Il0C(f) = I(f)~ for

all/e £,/^0. One technique for proving this would be to show that a "division

theorem" holds for the space £; that is, if feE and g e E, with/^0 and g/f

entire, then g/fe E. It is well known that such a division theorem does indeed

hold for both E=E,[p, q] and £=£P[p, q] in the case p=q. However, when p^q

such a division theorem fails to hold for either E=E¡[p, q] or E=EP[p, q], as will

be proved in §3.

Lastly, when both p and q are greater than 1, the identification of ideals 7loc(/)

and I(f)~ in E,[p, q] and EP[p, q] has consequences for convolution in the spaces.

These consequences are noted in §4.

2. Main results. In this section the results about local ideals in E, and EP are

proved.

Theorem 2.1. Let p>0 and q>0, with p^l or q£l. Then 7IOO(/)=7(/)~ in

Ei[p, q]for eachfe E,[p, q],f&0.

Theorem 2.2. Let p>0 and q>0, with p>\ or q>\. Then 7IOO(/)=7(/)" in

EP[p, q]for eachfe EP[P, q],f£0.

Both theorems will be obtained as consequences of Theorem 2.3 below. For the

statement of this result, additional notation is required.

Definition 2.1. For <p.C^-R continuous, define 9l(<p) to be the collection of

all entire functions / that are square-integrable with respect to the measure

exp(—(p)dX, i.e.

|cl/(z)|2exp(-<p(z))</A(z)<co.

Here A denotes Lebesgue measure on C=R2. The space 9%) is a Hubert space

with the usual inner product.
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Also, we write log+ a for max {log a, 0} if a^O.

Theorem 2.3. Let />^1 and let f and g be in F(y4|z|"), where A>0, and assume

g/f is entire. Then there exists a sequence {G,} of entire functions such that G,f

(multiplication) converges to g in the space 5i(<p), where

(2.1) <p(z) = M,4|x|« + 31og(l + |z|2) + 2max{log+ |/(z)|,log+ |g(z)|},

and where M>0 depends only on p. Further, the functions G, may be chosen such that

(2.2) G, g %(A,\x\ + log (1 + |z|2)),      y=l,2,....

The proof of Theorem 2.3 is based on a result of B. A. Taylor [13]. We state that

result here for the one variable case :

Proposition 2.1. Let y, xi, X2, - ■ ■ » be continuous (real-valued) subharmonic

functions on C with ym increasing pointwise to x as m -*■ °o. Then the closure of

Um 2I(Xm + log (1 + |z|2)) in the Hubert space 9l(x + log (1 + |z|2)) contains %(x).

The method of proof of Theorem 2.3 is to construct subharmonic functions

X, Xi>Xa> • • •> which satisfy the hypotheses of Proposition 2.1, and to choose a <p

of the form (2.1), such that the following inequalities hold:

(a)   2 log \(g/f)(z)\ +2 log (1 + |z|2) ^ X(z)+K,

(2.3) (b)   Ym(z)gFm|x| + 7C,

(c)   x(z) + log (1 + |z|2) + 2 log |/(z)| Ú <p(z) + K',

for all zeC, where K, K', Km, K'm denote constants. Then g//will be in %(x) by (a),

and Proposition 2.1 will imply the existence of a sequence {G,} in

(J9t(xm + log(l + |z|2))
m

which converges to g/f in 5t(x + log (l + |z|2)). The functions G, will satisfy (2.2)

by (b), and G^/will converge to g in 9((<p) by (c). This will suffice for the theorem.

Remark. The inequalities (2.3)(a) and (2.3)(c) could be satisfied by taking

x(z) = 21og+ |(g//)(z)|+21og(l + |z|2),

<p(z) = 31og(l + |z|2) + 2max{log+ |/(z)|, log+ \g(z)\}.

However, in order to choose subharmonic functions Xm which converge upward to

X and satisfy (2.3)(b), we have found it necessary to take somewhat larger functions

X and <p.

We now prove a lemma which will be used to construct appropriate subharmonic

functions Xm-

Lemma 2.1. Let p>0 and G e E(A\z\°)for some A>0. Also let

0 < a < min {tt/2p, n}.

Then there exists a sequence {um} of functions subharmonic in the sector

S = {rew : 0 < r < oo, (7r/2)-a < d < (n/2) + a},

such that each um is bounded above in S, and such that the functions um increase

pointwise in S to log \G\ as m -^ oo.
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Proof. By the analytic change of coordinates w=i( — iz)e (using the principal

branch of the logarithm) with S = 2c¡/7r, the function G on the sector S defines an

analytic function giz) = G(w) in the upper half-plane 3?. We will exhibit functions

vm, m = 1, 2,..., on Jf which are subharmonic, bounded above, and pointwise

increasing to log |g|. The desired subharmonic functions um can then be obtained

via the inverse change of coordinates.

We will use a representation theorem for functions of exponential type in Jf

to construct suitable functions vm. Note first that g is analytic in ¿? and continuous

in the closed half-plane ¿F~. Also, the zeros of g have no finite limit point. Since

G e E(A\z\0), there exists C>0 such that

(2.4) log|g(z)| £A\z\" + C

for all z e Jf ~. This implies that g is of exponential type in 3f, since 8p = 2apln < 1.

It follows then (Boas [1, Theorem 6.5.4]) that g has the following representation in

the upper half-plane:

log \giz)\ - J7T-1 f"   [it-xf+y2]-1 log |g(0| dt+log \Biz)\+yy

for all z=x + iyeJt. Here B is the Blaschke product associated with g. It is an

analytic function in Jf and satisfies |5(z)|^l for all zeJt. The constant y is

defined by

y = lim |(2/7r)r-1 ["(sin 9) log \g(reie)\ do\.
1--.0O    1. Jo J

Note that y S 0 because of (2.4).

Now, for m= 1, 2,..., define

vniz) = yw-1 f "   [it-xf+y2]-^) dt+log |Ä(z)| +yy
J— 00

for all z e Jf, where

hmit) = log \git)\   if log \git)\ úm,

= m if log \g(t)\ ^ m.

It is readily verified that each vm is a well-defined subharmonic function in 3V

satisfying vm(z) ̂  m for all z e ^ and that the functions ym increase pointwise to

log \g\ as m -> oo. This completes the proof of the lemma.

Proof of Theorem 2.3. As indicated earlier, it suffices to construct subharmonic

functions x> Xu X2> ■ ■ -, satisfying the hypotheses of Proposition 2.1, together with a

function <p of the form (2.1), such that the inequalities (2.3) hold. Throughout the

proof, we use Mu M2, etc., to denote positive constants which depend only on p.

Since/and g are in £(/i|z|") and since g//is entire, it follows by a well-known

result (see, e.g., Taylor [12, Lemma 7.2]) that gjfe £(M1^|z|"). For zeC, define

G(z) = z%glf)(z)f.
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The function G also has a bound given by G e E(M2A\z\°).

Consider now two subsets of C:

S = {rew : 0 < r < oo, (tt/2)-(n/3p) < \6\ < (n/2)+(n/3p)}

and

S, = {rew : 0 ^ r < 1 or ( - tt/2) + (n/4P) < 6 < (tt/2) - (tt/4p)

or(TT¡2) + (TT¡4P) < 0 < (3tt/2)-(tt/4p)}.

Applying Lemma 2.1 in turn to G(z) and G(—z), it follows that there exists a

sequence {um} of functions subharmonic in S and bounded above in S which in-

crease pointwise in S to log |G|. On the second set Si, the function G satisfies

(2.5) log|G(z)| ¿ AM|x|" + C

for all z=x+iy e S,, where Cis positive constant which need not depend only on p.

Now choose a sequence {vk} of convex functions on R such that, as k -*■ oo, vk(x)

increases to Af3yí |x|p uniformly on compact subsets of R, and such that

vk(x) ^ ak|x| +ßk   for all x e R and k = 1,2,...,

v,(x) ^ e|x| +ß      for all x e R,

where e>0 and ßeR, ak>0 and ßk eR for k=l, 2,.... For example,

vk(x) = M3A\x\" if |x| Ú k,

= MgAfr-^plxl+k-pk)   if |x| ^ k.

The sequences {um} and {vk} will be used to construct the desired sequence of sub-

harmonic functions vm.

Let m be a fixed positive integer. The function um is bounded above on S and

hence on S n S,. Consequently, um(z)^v,(x) for z=x+iyeSnS, with |x|

sufficiently large. But on S n Slt wm(z)^log |G(z)| ^Ma^lx^ + C. Since vk(x)

-+M3A\x\" as k^-ao, uniformly on compact sets, it follows that there exists

k=k(m) such that

(2.6) um(z) g t;fc(x) + C+l

for those z e S n S, for which um(z) > v,(x). Since vk(x) ̂  v,(x) for all x and since

C>0, we conclude that (2.6) holds everywhere in S n S,. Also, we may assume

that k=k(m) is chosen so that k(m)>k(m — 1), m = 2, 3,....

Now, for m= 1, 2,..., define

Xm(z) = ^(x) + C+l ifzeSi,

= max {vk(x) + C+l, um(z)}   if z e S,

where k=k(m). Note from (2.6) that the two definitions agree on So Si. The

function Xm is defined everywhere on C and is subharmonic. Also, since {um}

increases pointwise to log |G| and {vk} increases pointwise to M3/i|x|", and since

G satisfies (2.5), it follows that {ym} increases pointwise to the subharmonic function

X(z) = max{M3^|x|" + C+l,log |G(z)|}.
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The functions x, Xi> X2, ■ • •> thus satisfy the hypotheses of Proposition 2.1.

In order to complete the proof, we note the following: The definitions of x and

G imply that (2.3)(a) holds. Condition (2.3)(b) is satisfied because of the definition

of Xm and the choices of um and vk. And (2.3)(c) is valid with

<p(z) = M3^|x|" + 31og(l + |z|2) + 2max{log+ |/(z)|,log+ \g(z)\},

which has the required form (2.1).

We now prove Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 using Theorem 2.3.

Proof of Theorem 2.1. Write E¡=E,[p,q] and assume that p^q>0 and p^l.

Since 7(/)_ c7¡oc(/), it suffices to show that if g e E, with g/f entire, then g e /(/)".

To accomplish this we will apply Theorem 2.3 to obtain a sequence {G¡} in E¡ such

that Gjf-+ gmE¡asj^-co.

Since/ g e E„ there exists A >0 such that/ g e E(A\x\" + A\y\q). Theorem 2.3

yields the existence of a sequence {G,) of entire functions satisfying (2.2) such that

Gjf-> g in 9l(<p), where

<p(z) = 2VlF4|x|* + 31og(l + |z|2) + 2max{log+ |/(z)|,log+ \g(z)\},

and M>0 depends only on p. It follows that GJ->gm l$L((2M+3)A(\x\p + \y\q)).

For h entire and w eC,

(2.7) \h(w)\2^-\ \h(z)\2 dX(z).

Setting h = Gj and introducing the factor

exp [-{A,\x\ +log (1 + |z|2))] exp [A,\x\ +log (1 + |z|2)]

into the integrand on the right and then applying (2.2), we conclude that

G, e£(i^|x|+ilog(l + |z|2)),/=l, 2,.... Thus <7,e£„/-l, 2,....

A similar argument using (2.7) and the fact that Gy/-> g in

2t((2M+3)/i(|x|'' + |>'|5))

yields that GJ-^g in E({2M+3)Ai\x\D + \y\q)). Consequently GJ^g in £7, and

the proof is complete.

Proof of Theorem 2.2. Assume p^q>0 and p>l. Let g e EP = EP[p, q] with

g//entire. The sets

{heEP: IAI.IJ.I-+«!»!« ^ «},       « > 0, 8 > 0,

constitute a fundamental system of neighborhoods of zero in EP. Consequently,

in order to show that g e 7(/) " it suffices to prove that for each e > 0 there exists a

sequence {G3} in EP such that GJ^-g in £(e|x|fl + e|>'|'').

For any A>0, the functions/and g are in ^^Ix^ + ^l^l5). Then, as in the

proof of Theorem 2.1, there exists a sequence of entire functions {<?,} satisfying

G¡ e E(bA,\x\ +i log (1 + |z|2)),y= 1, 2,..., such that GJ^g in

Eii2M+3)Ai\xY + \y\*)),
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where M > 0 depends only on p. For e > 0, choose A = s/(2M+3). Then the sequence

{G,} corresponding to A satisfies G,f^g in F(£|x|° + e|j|9). The bounds on the

functions G, imply that they are in EP, and the proof is complete.

3. Division. The main results of this section are given in the following two

theorems:

Theorem 3.1. Let p>0,q>0, p^=q, with p^l or q^l. Then there exist f and g

in E,[p, q] such that g/fis entire but g/f$ E,[p, q].

Theorem 3.2. Let p>0,q>0, p^q, with p>l or q> 1. Then there exist f and g

in EP[p, q] such that g/fis entire but g/f$ EP[p, q].

Thus a division theorem fails to hold for either E,[p, q] or EP[p,q] when p^q

and at least one of p and q is greater than 1. Note that the assumption p^q is

necessary, for a division theorem does hold for E,[p, q] and EP[p, q] when p=q>0,

as is well known. Both Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 will be obtained as consequences of

the following result:

Theorem 3.3. Let 0<q<p where p^l. There exist entire functions f and g with

/#0, such that fand fg are in E(A\x\" + A\y\9) for some A>0, and such that

(3.1) limsup^M^>0,
r-» + co r

where a=p if p> 1 anda = (p+q)/2 if p = l.

Regarding the proof of Theorem 3.3: In the case p = 1 the existence of a function

/ of the desired form is an immediate consequence of a construction of Paley and

Wiener [9] involving Fourier transforms. The function g comes from an application

of a result of C. O. Kiselman [6] on indicator functions.

For the case p > 1, Kiselman's result will be used to prove the existence of both

functions / and g. In order to apply Kiselman's result, we give a statement of it

here in a form more general than that in [6]. The proof carries over immediately.

Proposition 3.1. (See [6].) Let p>0 and let H: C^-R be continuous, subhar-

monic, and satisfy H(ir) = rpH(i) for all r>0. Then there exists an entire function

gonC such that g e E(H(z; 3/2) + \z\") for all q>0, and such that

Here we use the notation 77(z; 3/2) = sup {77(z+Q : |£| ^3/2}.

Proof of Theorem 3.3.

Case 1. p=l. Let a=(p+q)/2, and <*</?< 1. A method of Paley and Wiener

[9, p. 24] yields the existence of an entire function/^0 of exponential type satisfy-

ing | f(iy ) | ̂  C exp ( — e | y \ß) for all y e R, where C>0,e>0.The function / has the

form/(z) = t^(/z) where ~ denotes Fourier transform and where </> belongs to Fi(Ä),

is not equivalent to zero, and is the product of two functions >/>■, and <ji2 with the

following properties : both i/s-, and ifi2 are in L2(R), ^ vanishes to the right of an
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x0>0 and i/>2 vanishes to the left of —x0, and |<Âi(x)| = |^2(x)|=exp (-|x|Ä) for

almost all x e R.

In order to obtain the function g, we apply Proposition 3.1 with p replaced by a

and 77(z) = |x| + |z|a: there exists an entire function g e £(|x| + |z|a+|z|a) which

satisfies (3.1).

The functions / and fg are both of exponential type and bounded on the

imaginary axis. Consequently, by a theorem of Phragmén and Lindelöf (see Boas

[1, Theorem 1.4.3]),/ and fg are both in £(^|x|) for some ^4>0. Hence, f and fg

are in £(^|x|p-r-y4|j|l!), as sought.

Case 2. p > 1. We will define functions H1 and 772 that satisfy the hypotheses

of Proposition 3.1. First define H1 and 772 on the unit circle in C as follows:

H^e") = Ax cos Ípi9—n¡2+90)) if itß-90-ir¡2P <: 9 ^ tt/2,

= Ax cos ipi9- tt/2 - 90)) if tt/2 è 9 ¿, tt/2 +90 + ir/2p,

= 0 if tt/2 + 0O+"72p á 9 <: 5t7/2 - 90 - irßp,

where 9Q=irß if 1 <p^2 and 90=ir/p if />^2, and where Ax>0 is chosen so that

7í1(eí8)< |cos 9\B for all 9 for which e'Ve-""2. Also, let

772(eie) = A2 COS (p(0-7r/2))    ifirß-irßp ^ 9 g irß + irßp,

= 0 if ir 12 +irI2p ú 9 ^ 5irß-irßp,

where ^2>0 is chosen so that 771(ew) + 772(eifl)< |cos 0|" for all 0 for which ew

j^e'""2. Both 77i and 772 are continuous on the unit circle. Now extend these

functions to the complex plane by

H¡ireie) = r'Hjië6)   if r > 0, —n < 9 ^ it,

= 0 ifr = 0,

j—l, 2. Both of the resulting functions are continuous and are positive homogene-

ous of order p; that is, HJiyz) = y"HJiz) for all y>0, ze C, j=\, 2. Also, both

functions are subharmonic, which follows from the fact that the functions

0-> Hjieie) are p-subsinusoidal (see M. L. Cartwright [3, p. 31]).

Proposition 3.1 then implies the existence of entire functions / and g such that

fe £(7?1(z; 3/2) + \z\") and g e £(772(z; 3/2) + |z|"), with

iimsup/-~<'log |/(/r)| ^ H^i)   and   lim sup r~° log |g(i>)| ^ 772(/').
r-» + 00 r-* + oo

Then/^0, and g satisfies (3.1) because 772(0 = ^2>0.

Using the fact that H1 and 772 are positive homogeneous of order p, together

with their definitions on the unit circle, it is readily shown that

H.iz; 3/2) g \x\>,

Híiz;3¡2) + H2iz;3l2)^ \x\",

for all z e C with |z| sufficiently large. From this we conclude that/and fg are in a

space of the form f^lx^ + ^l^l"), and the proof is complete.
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We now use Theorem 3.3 to prove Theorems 3.1 and 3.2.

Proof of Theorem 3.1. Without loss of generality, assume that p > q and p ̂  1.

Theorem 3.3 implies that there exist entire functions/and g with/^0 and g satis-

fying (3.1), such that/and fig are in F(^|x|"-l-^|y|'!) for some A>0. Then/and

fg are in E,[p, q], while fg\f=g cannot be in E,[p, q] because of (3.1).

Proof of Theorem 3.2. Assume p > q and p > 1. Choose p and q' such that

max{l,<7}<p'<p and 0<q'<q. Applying Theorem 3.3 with p and q replaced,

respectively, by p and q', we obtain entire functions/and g with/^0, such that/

and fg are in F(/l|x|"'-M|.y|'!') for some A >0, and

l¡msupl2^(É)i>o.
r-, + oo r"

It then follows that/ and fg are in EP[p, q] and fg\f=g is not in EP[p, q].

4. Convolution. The purpose of this section is to note the consequences of

Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 for convolution in the spaces E¡[p, q] and EP[p,q] when

P> 1 and q> 1. It is shown that in each of these spaces, every solution/of a con-

volution equation F*/=0 can be approximated by finite sums of exponential-

polynomial solutions of the equation. Also, a characterization is given of those

convolution operators/-» F*/that map the space onto itself.

Before discussing convolution we indicate some facts about how spaces of the

form E,[p, q] and EP[p, q] are related via the Laplace transformation in the case

P > 1 and q > 1.

Definition 4.1. Let p>l and q>\. Write F for E,[p,q] or EP[p,q], and F'

for its topological dual. The Laplace transform of a functional Te E' is defined

by f(w) = T(z -» exp (wz)) for all w e C.

Fix p> 1 and q> 1. It is readily verified that the Laplace transformation T^-T

maps {E¡[p, q]}' into EP[p, q'], and {EP[p, q]}' into E,[p, q'\, where (l/p) + (l/p') = 1

and (l/q) + (l/q') = l. It will be demonstrated in a later paper that each of these

mappings is a topological isomorphism of the first space onto the second, where the

first is given the Mackey topology r(E', E) and the second is given its natural

topology. There is then a duality between E¡[p, q] and EP[p',q'] given by: for

fe E,[P, q] and g e EP[p', q'], </, g> = T(f), where F 6 {E,[P, q]}' with f=g.

For the following definitions, let F denote either E,[p, q] or EP[p, q], where p > 1

and q>l. Then Ë' is, respectively, EP[p, q'] or E,[p, q'].

Definition 4.2. For Te E' and/e F, define the convolution F*/of/with Fby

(F*/)(0 = F(/c) for all { e C, where fi(z)=f(z + Q.

It is readily shown that convolution with a functional TeE' is a continuous

operator on F whose adjoint on É' is multiplication by T.

Definition 4.3. An exponential-polynomial on C is a function of the form

z -> P(z)eaz, where a e C and F is a polynomial.
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Note that £ contains all exponential-polynomials.

In Theorem 4.1 below we state our results about convolution. These results

follow easily from Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 and basic duality theorems for locally

convex spaces.

Theorem 4.1. Let p> 1 and q> 1, let E denote either E,[p, q] or EP[p, q], and let

TeE'. Then

(i) Every solution f in E of the convolution equation T*f=0 can be approximated

in E by finite sums of exponential-polynomial solution of the equation.

(ii) For 7V0, the convolution operator /-> T*f maps E onto E if and only if T

satisfies the following condition : If g e Ë' with g/T entire, then g/T e Ë'.

Theorems 3.1, 3.2, and 4.1(h) yield the following corollary:

Corollary 4.1. Let p> 1 andq> 1 with p¥=q, and let E denote either E,[p, q] or

EP[p, q]. Then there exist TeE' and h e E such that the convolution equation T*f=h

has no solution f in E.
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